00:00:00 Accenture Song #VFX logo appears
00:00:05 Group of people walks through a CGI forest
00:00:10 Sea whip comes out of the water and screams into camera
00:00:15 Group of peoples tries to fight the sea whip
00:00:16 Vecna comes burning towards the camera
00:00:20 Robot dog legs walk over a floor
00:00:21 Robot dog walks towards camera
00:00:23 Sea whip swims under water towards the camera
00:00:26 Robot in front of an alien city
00:00:29 Close-up of a spaceship in a stormy sea
00:00:30 Spaceship sails in a stormy sea
00:00:32 Ship sails towards a castle
00:00:36 Robot dog opens a door with his head
00:00:37 Robot dog jumping on the floor
00:00:40 We see detailed close ups of the robot dog
00:00:43 Robot dog screams into the camera
00:00:45 A Molotov cocktail flies burning through air
00:00:46 Molotov cocktail hits Vecna
00:00:50 Vecna burns
00:00:53 Vecna burns on the ground
00:00:56 Explosions hit a shield protecting a forest
00:00:59 Kids in wing suits flying at night through the air
00:01:00 We see the kids in greyshade transitioning to the final image
00:01:05 Spaceship in space
00:01:09 Pod races through a tube
00:01:12 Robot fight at night with explosions
00:01:20 Woman fights a smoking monster
00:01:24 Smoking monster grabs a man and throws him away
00:01:25 Woman shoots Vecna
00:01:27 Burning Vecna flies out of the window
00:01:32 Burning Vecna lands on the floor
00:01:35 Accenture Song #VFX logo appears